Nessim Mezrahi
Finance & Entrepreneurship

Pa y Ma, gracias por llevarme el "ustedes saben". Debbie, la adoré. Tommy gracias por sus lecciones de sencillez. Rik-Max mis bros. Dani-Andi un abrazo. Jonny-Joe amigos vacantes.

Neesha J. Modi
Marketing
Sigma Kappa Sorority, Babsonian Yearbook, AAP

Mark A. Morrison
Accounting
Thanks to all my friends for making these four years great.

Michael Angelo Muccio
Finance

Neha Munjal
Entrepreneurship

Raymond J. Muratori, Jr.
Entrepreneurship

Pa y Ma- Gracias por dedicarme tiempo y entenderme en todo sentido. Los quiero mucho! Debbie- Siempre seré mi hermanita y nunca dejaré de cuidarla; la adoró! Tomas “All-Striker”- Cocinadas con Larry David, ‘bad drinks’ y pidiendo abrazos, charlas intensas, videos con semillas, accidentes, y sus lecciones de sencillez; gracias! Dani y Andi- Las dos me ayudaron a crecer; las quiero. Rik y Max- Mis dos ‘brothers’ siempre cuenten conmigo y poleen como Rocco! Imran- How is my hair? Joseph- Pólea duro and A.B.C. Danny- Drive safely! Jason O- Heart- "mico". Joana M- Gracias por escuchar. Anis- Aventurera! Kelly B- Obsesionada con "..." Alex A- Buena rumba en 33. To my Babson classmates, thanks for your friendship: Line, Anerudh, Duncan, Jason O, Jack W, Helena, Bjorn, Sachin, Alessandro, Caitlin, Andrea, Vera.

Anuja Harresh Nandwani
Marketing

Silas G Nary
Finance
Truth is what stands the test of experience. Albert Einstein

Nadia Netipa
Marketing

Nessim Mezrahi
Entrepreneurship & Finance
Thank you to my parents, family, friends and professors for their help in making my Babson College experience a highly enjoyable one. Also, as for a little tidbit of advice (I had to do it), try not to take life too seriously. In the immortal words of Scott Adams, "Accept that some days you're the pigeon and some days you're the statue."

Amit K. Ohri
Finance

Rebecca L. Oliva
Finance & Economics

Scott J. Olsen
Finance
Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter, and those who matter don't mind.

Jason Adam Orlesky
Finance
From SGA to e-Tower, BIIC to BCE, these 4 years were amazing. See you all in the real world.
Alexander Paul Ostrowski
Finance
I enjoy long walks on the beach, candlelight dinners, and cold beer.

Kristen Leigh Packard
Marketing
"All we have to do is decide what to do with the time that is given to us."

Branka M. Paicu
Finance

Jillian R. Paine
Marketing

Eleni D. Papadopoulos
Marketing & Advertising
"What lies behind us and what lies ahead of us are tiny matters compared to what lives within us." Oliver Wendell Holmes.

Daniel Ames Parker
Business Management
Activities: Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity, CAB Vice President & Concert Chair. Thanks Mom & Dad - I really appreciate everything you've done for me.

Gregory J. Parsons
Accounting

Christopher R. Perry
Finance & Marketing
Babson Cross Country, Babson Track

Justin Edward Pfister
Entrepreneurship & Farming
If there's a will, there's a way. I hope the world is ready for our generation. Don't forget to build culture & character. I love Babson, my family & life, and I going to love moving on.

Jennifer Phelps
MIS

Matthew David Phillips
Management & Marketing
The friends I had in college were the best I could have asked for.

Jill Alexandra Pizzotti
Business Administration
Mom, Dad, & Mark thank you for the love & support these 4 yrs. Thanks to my friends for all the fun times at Babson. These were the moments we lived for & I'll remember them.

Vidya J Plainfield
Marketing Strategy

Joseph W. Plaisance
Finance

Jonathan JP Prag
Entrepreneurship & Strategy
Mary Kathryn Prescott
Entrepreneurship

Marie Isabel Prokopets
Business Administration

Paula A Quijano
Entrepreneurship

Patrick Edward Reardon
Finance

Jacqueline Rignola
Entrepreneurship & Marketing
Member of AAP, CAB Knight Party Chair, Junior year.

Nicanor E. Rios
Entrepreneurship

Frank L. Roberts
Entrepreneurship

Oji-Danielle Renee Robinson
Marketing
Babson Entertainment Initiative, Endgaver Scholar, Women's Leadership Scholar, SGA, 2014 Student, Continuity, Hassoun & Hae Young, I love you!

Ana Maria Rodriguez
Entrepreneurship

Mary Leidy Rodriguez
Business Administration
Thanks to Jude, Allisa, Seth and all BSU friends in making my Babson experience an unforgettable one, I love you all!

Lawrence Rouvoue
Business Administration

Matthew David Rownell
Finance & Entrepreneurship
Much love to Mom, Dad, Tim & John. Special thanks to Coach Hutch, Cody & the 2 coach Taylors, all my teammates, AS crew, sigep boys, Eric, Briggs, Pete, Shira & the rest of the TZE crew.

Anmol Jaikishin Rupchand
MIS & Entrepreneurship

Deven M Sadarangani
Finance & Entrepreneurship
Posse-you girls will always be my friends, you know too much! Mom, Dad & Jenny - Thanks for all the love and support. Christy: now that our college career has ended, I wanted to thank you for everything you've done for me and taught me.

"Dreams, I've got my own; I ain't looking for a yellow brick road. I'm gonna go my own way." Tim McGraw. Thanks 2 my friends for making these 4 yrs memorable & tolerable. Love 2 Mom, Dad & J.
"Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter and those who matter don't mind." Dr. Seuss. Thanks for all your love and support... my C3 girls- Linds, Brooke, Sof, Court, Lau, Steph. I love you guys! To Mom and Dad, Mel and Matte- Thanks for everything. You guys are the best!

Alisha Rose Suddath
Marketing

Patrick Allen Spicer
Accounting

Kurt J. Stanton
Finance

Vanessa Anne Strohe
Entrepreneurship & Marketing
Everything happens for a reason
Ryan Joseph Stowers  
Finance

Jay M. Strong  
Business Administration

Alisha Rose Subdath  
Marketing

Peter Suffredini  
Business Administration

Brian Matthew Sullivan  
Finance & Marketing

"Don't take life too seriously, you'll never get out of it alive."
...I want this to be my "rather than "don't sweat the petty...pet the sweaty."

Sean W. Sullivan  
Finance

Katrina Eve Sundberg  
Marketing

Fizza S. Suri  
Finance
I love my suits! Go C.C.!

Jason Steven Taliercio  
Business Management
Um, I ain't Mr. Lebowski. You're Mr. Lebowski. I'm the dude so that's what you call me. You know, that dude, his dudemess, or Duker, or El Dukerino if you're not into the whole brevity thing.

Cristina Tamayo  
Entrepreneurship

Cornelius Aurelian Tanase  
Finance

Claire J. Tang  
Finance & Marketing

Jonathan R. Tardiff  
Finance

Emily Fathy Tata  
Management

"When you've got them by the balls, their hearts and minds will follow." Clint Eastwood.
Sofia Rosa Teixeira  
Business Administration

A very special person once told me & I share with you now: "whatever path you take, be honest with yourself." Be honest, be real, be a good person, but foremost NEVER lose your integrity.

David M. Tomill  
Business Management

Closing Thoughts

Kim H. Tran  
Corporate Law & Real Estate

To my family, you have helped me become the woman I am today. Thank you.

Jonathon Mason  
Telemarketer

Business Administration

Thanks to the family, friends, & support from the Aggies, I am here today. Thank you.

Maximilian Claus  
Trone  
Entrepreneurship

Ellen Trung  
Finance

"To my family & friends, I am so grateful for all your support & encouragement during my time at Babson. I am so grateful for the lessons I have learned & the friendships I have made. Thank you for always being there for me!"

Dawn Renee Tyrrell  
Finance

"This has been quite the learning experience!"

Constance M. Upton  
Corporate Finance

Chao Vang  
Business Management & Finance

I will miss this place but I'll remember all the fun times & great friends that I had at Babson. Thanks to mom & dad for always believing & pushing me to move forward. I love you both.

Jonas A. Van Holden  
Management

Matthew Stephen Veilleux  
Finance
Life isn’t about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself. – G.B. Shaw

Campus Involvement: Babson Players, Sigma Kappa, Honors Program, MRC Tutor, FME Mentor

Thank you to everyone that made my years at Babson absolutely incredible. A big shout out to the Players, my SK ladies, Petz 34, the TG Squad, and all my friends for the great memories. Thank you to my family, professors, and everyone that has helped me along the way. Good luck to all the seniors!

Remember: We don’t have a lot of time on this earth! We weren’t meant to spend it this way. Human beings were not meant to sit in little cubicles staring at computer screens all day... filling out useless forms... and listening to eight different bosses drone on about mission statements. – Office Space

Christy M Walsh

Finance
Over the course of the past four years I have managed to meet some of my best friends and obtain knowledge from some of the best professors in the business. I never would have thought that these four years would have flown by so fast. It seems like just yesterday when we all stepped foot onto this campus for orientation. I will never forget the name games we played in class and the many Knight parties we attended. However, I do hope to never have to hear the acronyms FME, IMC, LVA, CVA, and HSS ever again! Thank you to all those that have touched and enriched my life these past four years; we finally made it! I love you guys and I hope the best in your futures.

Erica Yuan
Marketing
Seniors Not Pictured

Fabad A. Al-Badr
Carrie S. Allard
Sultan F. Al-Sadiqary
Zeki Bahar
Gregory G. Bauer
Donald E. Bledsoe
Laura C. Bilge
Laia A. Bobryshev
Paul H. Bonta Jr.
Evan T. Burman
Dena A. Castron
Quasimuddin Chaudhary
Bradford B. Chelesy
Tienhan M. Chiney
Alexander Choi
Bryan E. Chu
Benjamin A. Cough
William J. Connors
Johaan C. Cooper
Kristen D'Amour
Samantha Daigupta
Wyndem DePetro
Sjaysh S. Deva
doody E. Donahoe
Shaun C. Doneill
David I. Drady III
Filippo Egizi
Brandon R. Elderidge
Joshua J. Edwell
Bernardo J. Espinel
Kevin A. Ferzoco

Cheng Kit Feung
Lehuan A. Graham
Christopher R. Grant
Gregory J. Gustmann
Christine M. Hauptfried
Robert S. Harvey
David E. Haufer
Shannon E. Hawley
Holly E. Herbert
Jeffrey J. Heidhagen
Nicole Horne
Cedeb B. Ilicovic
Archana Jinani
Dray W. Johnson
Chad A. Jolin
Rehan Kaper
Todd A. Kawachi
Ronald O. Kauter
Voo Suk Kim
Eric Yee-Ming Kong
Elizabeth Kovat
Lisbonde J. Laere Jr.
Nhat Le
Bradford D. LeClair
Yungh K. Lee
Brian D. Leslie
Davide M. Lima
David A. Lindon
Rekha Madan
Michael L. Madden
Hamza M. Maggahri
Katarina M. Majolu
Burke L. Malick
Levon Margielo
Jonathan E. Mayer
Angus D. McIntyre
Michael E. Malti
Maygan D. Moran
John W. H. Morrell
Kathleen E. Nicholas
Derek R. Nanda
Spencer A. Norton
Jason A. Olarte-Hart
Rebecca L. Oliva
Anthony J. Padun
Alessio M. Paradis
Rexanne Park
Anup U. Patil
Rochana Pooel
Jack S. Phelps
Demetrio S. Polinca
Shravana Rath
Eric P. Roberts
David J. Rogers
Jessica L. Rogers
Kevin B. Roman
Stephanie A. Salinas
Michael T. Satter
Michael P. Savoy
Eric F. Schuhman
James G. Scoby

MYSTAD AL SHAIKH
Sarah E. Staskowitz
Sauraph R. Singh
Daniel W. Snyder
Justin J. Szatkowski
Tevor C. Talley
Philip Tan
Stephanie E. Thelen
Eric J. Thiers
Vin-V. Tran
Stephanie A. Valdes
Gregory J. Vaske Jr.
Studhir A. Vedamuthu
Alexander Vernor
Jean-Nicholas Verreault
Ricardo L. Vez
Matthew S. Vezina
Rohan D. Wadhera
Christopher P. Walsh
Jack F. Webster
Luke J. Weiler
Robert T. Weise
Matthew A. Wendorf
Nicolas Wernwein
Steve T. Whitney
Alex S. Young
Turner D. Veličk
Grant A. Zimmerman
Nicholas T. Zerbas
Tomislav Zorcic

189